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ABSTRACT40

41

Short-beaked common dolphins in the eastern North Atlantic are subject to mortality due to42

entanglement in various types of fishing gear. However, for this region, there is no43

population level information available on trend in abundance, (incidental) mortality rates,44

or even the actual distributional range. Working under the assumption that only one45

population exists in eastern North Atlantic waters, the current study presents basic life46

history data and investigates whether biological information obtained from mortality data47

is, in itself, useful for managing this population. Life history parameters were estimated by48

analysing mortality data obtained over a 16-year period by UK, Irish, French, Galician49

(northwest Spain) and Portuguese stranding and bycatch observer programs. An annual50

pregnancy rate of 26%, a calving interval of 3.79 years, an average age attained at sexual51

maturity of 8.22 yrs and an average length at sexual maturity of 188 cm were determined.52

With respect to the findings based solely on mortality data, significance testing failed to53

detect differences that could be construed as evidence of the population exhibiting what54

might be density-dependent compensatory responses. The low APR reported through out55

the sampling period may suggest either that the level of anthropogenic mortality did not56

cause a substantial population level decline, or a prey base declining at approximately the57

same rate as the dolphin population. However, this approach alone does not facilitate an58

assessment of the current state of the D. delphis population in the eastern North Atlantic.59

Population abundance estimates, trends in abundance and knowledge of factors that affect60

the dynamics of the population, such as annual mortality rates in fisheries, temporal61

variations in prey abundance and effects of contaminants on reproductive activity, are62

required not only to set management objectives, but also to give context to cross-sectional63

life history information.64

65

66

67

68

69

70
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71

INTRODUCTION72

It is important to determine life history parameters in marine mammals in order to73

assess for changes in the dynamics of exploited populations as a result of directed74

fisheries or incidental bycatch (Eberhardt & Siniff 1977). This is particularly the case for75

populations in which there is a lack of baseline information on the original population76

size prior to exploitation and subsequent temporal changes in population abundance as a77

result of the exploitation. For large populations of oceanic delphinid species, such as the78

short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis), long-term behavioural studies cannot79

be undertaken to determine birth and calf mortality rates, female reproductive success80

and calving intervals. In these circumstances, mortality data are valuable for modelling81

the viability of endangered and threatened populations, as they can be used to estimate82

life history parameters and assess the effects of extrinsic factors on the dynamics of a83

population (Stolen & Barlow 2003).84

Cetacean populations are regulated through density-dependent changes in85

reproduction and survival, and it has been proposed that food resources are the main86

causative agent in the expression of density dependence (Fowler 1984, 1987, Lockyer87

1990), resulting in an increase in population growth rates at low densities and a decrease88

in growth rates at high densities (Hohn et al. 2007, and ref. therein). Further, females are89

under selective pressure to produce more offspring at a reduced population level, as90

individuals that increase their contribution to the population following a reduction below91

carrying capacity (K) also contribute most to the genetic composition of succeeding92

generations (Fowler 1981). Large mammals are expected to show most of their density-93

dependent changes at population levels quite close to K (Fowler, 1981) and for marine94

mammals, most models predict that maximum net productivity will occur at population95

sizes between 50 and 85% of K (density-dependent changes in age-specific birth and96

death rates; Taylor & DeMaster 1993).97

In long-lived mammal species, indices such as juvenile survival, reproductive98

parameters (e.g. age at first reproduction and birth rates) and the mean body size (or size99

of body parts) are influenced by the population level/density, and are most sensitive to100

cumulative effects of exposure to conditions over space and time (Fowler 1984, Lockyer101

1990). Juvenile survival is considered to be the optimum parameter for detecting changes102

in population level, as it is most likely influenced by conditions during gestation, the103
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female’s condition prior to gestation and environmental influences during lactation.104

According to initial studies on marine mammals, the three parameters (biological indices)105

most often observed to change with population density were age at sexual maturity, birth106

rate and juvenile survival (Fowler 1984). As long-lived marine mammal species have a107

low intrinsic rate of increase and attain sexual maturity at an older age, they must108

maximise their adult survival in order to persist (Wade 2002). It has therefore been109

hypothesized that the mechanism for regulation of increasing populations would be as110

follows; density dependence first affecting the rate of immature survival, followed by the111

age at sexual maturity, birth rate and finally the adult survival rate (Wade 2002). The age112

group expected to exhibit the most variability in expression of reproductive rates are the113

younger sexually mature age classes (Fowler 1984). In small cetaceans, the proportion of114

sexually mature females is also likely to be a reliable index of changing population status,115

followed by the proportion of females simultaneously pregnant and lactating (Chivers &116

DeMaster 1994).117

Two species of common dolphin, the short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus118

delphis) and the long-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus capensis), are currently119

recognised (Heyning & Perrin 1994; Jefferson and Van Waerebeek 2002), though in the120

eastern North Atlantic (ENA) only D. delphis has been reported (Murphy et al. 2006;121

Natoli et al. 2006). Using both skull and mtDNA samples from the western North Atlantic122

(WNA) and ENA, Westgate (2005, 2007) ascertained that the two regions are not123

panmictic and therefore separate populations. Recent genetic (using mtDNA and124

microsatellites) and skull morphometric studies within the ENA suggest that only one125

population exists, as low levels or a lack of differentiation were observed (Murphy et al.126

2006, Natoli et al. 2006, Viricel 2006, Amaral et al. 2007, Mirimin et al. 2007). Although127

D. delphis have been reported along the mid-Atlantic ridge (Doksaeter et al. 2008), samples128

analysed by above mentioned studies were obtained from European continental shelf and129

slope waters; ranging from Scotland to Portugal, and adjacent oceanic waters of the Bay of130

Biscay. Due to a lack of sampling of individuals further offshore, the actual distributional131

range of the ENA population is currently unknown, though a separate population exists in132

the Mediterranean Sea (Natoli et al. 2008).133

To date, there is a lack of general knowledge on the population level status of D.134

delphis in the ENA. Within this region, incidental capture of D. delphis in fishing gear has135

been reported in a large number of different net types/fisheries such as, tuna driftnets136

(Rogan & Mackey 2007), bass pelagic trawls (Northridge et al. 2006), UK gillnets137
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(Northridge et al., 2007), Irish gill nets (Tregenza et al. 1997), Portuguese gill, beach seine138

and trawl nets (Silva & Sequeira 2003), and Spanish trawls, gillnets, long-lines, and seine139

nets (López et al. 2002). However population size prior to, and temporal changes in140

population abundance as a result of anthropogenic removal have not been assessed.141

Therefore, we assessed the validity of using biological parameters, estimated from142

mortality data, in describing changes in the dynamics of the short-beaked common dolphin143

population in the ENA by investigating for evidence of density-dependent compensatory144

responses.145

In the present study, we present detailed descriptions of life history parameters for146

D. delphis in the ENA. We estimated reproductive parameters using data collected over a147

16-year sampling period by European stranding and observer bycatch programmes, and148

various statistical methodologies. Stranding data however, might not provide a149

representative sample for estimating the annual pregnancy rate (APR) for a population, as it150

may be composed of a high proportion of dolphins suffering from severe infectious or non-151

infectious disease and/or older individuals with lower reproductive rates. For that reason,152

the APR for a control group of “healthy” individuals was also calculated. In addition to153

estimating growth and reproductive parameters for D. delphis in the ENA, we compared154

our results to those published on other common dolphin populations. We investigated the155

ENA data for evidence of density compensatory responses by examining for variations in156

biological indices/reproductive parameters during the 16-year sampling period. Finally, we157

considered the value of mortality data as a tool for management of marine mammal158

populations, and undertook power analysis to determine the sample sizes required for159

detecting statistically significant temporal and geographic variations in the APR.160

161

METHODS162

163

Specimen and data collection164

During the 16-year sampling period (1990-2006), data were collated from 958165

stranded and bycaught female D. delphis by UK, Irish, French, Galician (northwest Spain)166

and Portuguese stranding (87%) and observer bycatch programmes (13%). Dissections of167

carcasses and pathological investigations were undertaken according to a standard168

postmortem protocol (Kuiken & Garcia Hartmann 1991, Law 1994). During postmortem169

examinations, ovaries with associated reproductive tracts were removed. Ovaries were170
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initially examined, then carefully dissected from the reproductive tract and preserved in171

10% neutral buffered formalin. Lactation was assessed by (1) externally pressing the area172

around the mammary slit and noting any fluids emitting from the nipples, and (2) internally173

by sectioning through the mammary glands and noting the presence of milk. Pregnancy174

was established by the presence of an embryo/foetus. If a foetus was present, it was175

weighed, sexed if possible, and measured. TBL was measured to the nearest cm, and body176

weight to the nearest kg. However, as a number of postmortem examinations were carried177

out on board fishing vessels and on beaches, not all information could be collected from178

each carcass, so sample sizes vary between parameters.179

180

Age determination181

Teeth were used to determine the age of the dolphin. Tooth preparation methods182

were adapted from the protocol described by Lockyer (1995), and outlined further in Rogan183

et al. (2004). Cross-reading workshops were carried out between all laboratories involved184

in age determination. Individuals were aged by counting growth layer groups (GLGs) in185

their dentine. Based on a calibration study by Gurevich et al. (1980), one GLG in common186

dolphins is considered to represent one year of life. Each GLG is composed of one broad187

opaque layer followed by a narrow translucent layer. Ages were recorded to the nearest 0.5188

GLG (6 months).189

190

Gross examination of the ovaries191

Before examination, the preserved ovaries were rinsed in water for 24 hours, and192

then replaced in their containers with 70% ethanol. Females were identified as sexually193

mature if one or more corpora scars were present on the ovaries. Corpora scars present on194

the ovary were classified into corpora lutea, regressing corpora lutea, and corpora195

albicantia. Females were classified into five reproductive states: (1) sexually immature;196

(2) pregnant determined by the presence of a foetus and a corpus luteum of pregnancy; (3)197

pregnant and lactating; (4) sexually mature and lactating; and (5) resting mature (not198

pregnant or lactating).199

200

201

202
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203

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS204

205

Age and body length at physical maturity206

207

Three growth models were fitted to length-at-age data from 510 female D. delphis:208
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(Danil and Chivers 2007)210

[3] Richards  Mkt
t beLL 

  1 (Richards 1959, Fitzhugh 1976, Innes211

et al. 1981)212

213

where Lt is TBL (cm) at age t (years), L0 is length at birth (fixed at 93 cm), L is asymptotic214

length, I is the age of intersection of the two models in the double-Gompertz growth model,215

and a, , b, , k and M are growth parameters. We considered ages of intersection, I, from216

2-10 years. When fitting the Richards model, L, k and M were estimated while b was217

calculated as a function of L, L0 and M. The Richards model was used for descriptive218

purposes only, so we allowed M to be <1 (Innes et al. 1981), which complicates the219

biological interpretation of the parameters (Fitzhugh 1976). The three models had 2, 5 and220

3 estimated parameters, respectively (not including the error parameter). The models were221

fitted using the optim function of the free statistical software, R (R Development Core222

Team 2007), and minimizing a negative normal log-likelihood using the ‘L-BFGS-B’223

method. All parameters were constrained to be positive. We encountered difficulties in224

obtaining convergence when fitting the double-Gompertz model, therefore, this model was225

fitted by iterating over fixed I (precision=0.01), while estimating the remaining parameters.226

The likelihood surface was relatively uneven in places with respect to I and convergence227

was sometimes sensitive to initial parameter values. We obtained approximate standard228

errors and 95% confidence intervals for parameter estimates by approximating the229

variances of the parameter estimates as the diagonal entries of the inverse of the Hessian230

matrix, returned by optim. These variances were multiplied by n/(n-p) to adjust for the231

number of estimated parameters p (Fox 2002) and confidence intervals were calculated232
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using the t-distribution. Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) was used to select the model233

that provided the best balance between fit and estimated number of parameters (including234

the error parameter).235

236

237

238

Average age and body length attained at sexual maturity (ASM)239

240

Age and length at maturity were estimated by two standard methods:241

(1) Sum-of-fraction of immature method242

In order to make direct comparisons with other D. delphis life history studies,243

Hohn’s (1989) algorithm for sum-of-fraction immature method (SOFI) was used to244

estimate the ASM and its variance. This method is based on and adapted from DeMaster’s245

(1978, 1984) and Cooke’s (1984) nonparametric methods.246

ASM = 



K

ji
ipj247

Variance (s2) = 
1i

ii

N

qp
248

Where, if Ii ≠  Ni, pi = Ii / Ni, and qi = (Mi )/Ni ; if Ii = Ni,, pi = (Ii - ½)/Ni, and qi = (Mi +249

½)/Ni, and if Mi = Ni, pi = (Ii + ½)/Ni, and qi = (Mi - ½)/Ni.250

Confidence interval (at p = 0.05) = ASM ± 1.96 √s2251

j = the first indeterminate age class252

k = the last indeterminate age class253

pi = fraction of immature specimens in age class i254

qi = fraction of mature specimens in age class i (pi + qi = 1)255

Ii = number of immature specimens in age class i256

Mi = number of mature specimens in age class i257

Ni = number of specimens in age class i (Ni = Ii + Mi)258

259

The average length attained at sexual maturity (LSM) was calculated by modifying260

the SOFI method, using constant length intervals (5 cm) instead of ages, after Danil and261

Chivers (2007).262
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LSM = 



max

min

i

ii
ii xpj ,263

Variance (s2) = 
 

max

min
1

)1(i

ii i

iii

n
xpp264

j = the lower limit of the length class with the smallest mature animal,265

imin = length class with the shortest mature animal266

imax = length class the longest mature animal267

pi = proportion of immature animals in length class i268

xi = proportion of length classes combined in length class i269

ni = total number of animals in the ith length class270

xi = interval width of length class i271

ni = total number of animals in the ith length class272

273

(2) Generalized linear model274

The proportion of females that was sexually mature was described using a275

generalized linear model with a binomial error distribution and logit link (glm function of276

R statistical software; R Development Core Team 2007). The age at which 50% of females277

were sexually mature (ASM) and its standard error were estimated using the dose.p278

function in the MASS software library for R (Venables and Ripley 2002). The 95%279

confidence intervals for parameters and ASM were calculated using standard errors (SE)280

and quantiles of the normal distribution. Bootstrapping was used to further quantify281

uncertainty in parameter estimates: the data were randomly re-sampled with replacement282

100,000 times and for each sample of the data the model was re-fitted. The sets of283

parameter estimates from the fits were then used to calculate mean parameter estimates,284

SEs and 95% confidence intervals (from empirical quantiles). ASM (and its SE and 95%285

confidence interval) was also calculated from the bootstrapped sample of parameter286

estimates. We deemed the generalized linear model to be the most appropriate method for287

estimating ASM288

289

Length of gestation period, foetal growth rate, average date of conception, and size at290

birth291

Foetal growth has an initial non-linear phase, followed by a linear phase (Hugget &292

Widdas 1951). The length of gestation was calculated using the Hugget and Widdas (1951)293
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method; total gestation period TG = tg + t0, where tg is the linear phase of the gestation294

period and t0 is the nonlinear phase of growth (Ferrero & Walker 1995). The linear phase of295

growth was calculated by regressing TBL of foetuses and newborn calves (y) on time,296

indexed by day of year of collection, i.e. Julian date (x).297

Unlike Murphy and Rogan (2006), in which the average length at birth was298

calculated from tooth sections which either did not have a neonatal line, or where it was299

just forming, in the current study we estimated size (length and weight) at birth using300

Börjesson and Read’s (2003) overlap method. This method calculates the mean of301

overlapping foetal and calf sizes by including the value of the largest non-overlapping302

foetus (85 cm) and the smallest non-overlapping calf (95 cm). Two newborns which both303

had their umbilical cords attached - and were larger than the smallest non-overlapping calf304

(96 cm, 97 cm) - were also included in the analysis. The average birth mass was used to305

estimate the duration of non-linear foetal growth (t0) using Calder’s (1982) equation,306
19.0

0 25.7 neoMt  , where, Mneo is the mean mass at birth (g).307

The date of conception was estimated for all foetuses and was based on the age of308

individual foetuses, as described by Börjesson & Read (2003):309

05.30)( t
u
Lt

tFoetalage 





310

Where: t is the foetal age in days, u is foetal growth rate (cm/month), Lt is the actual length311

of the foetus (mm), 30.5 is the average number of days in a month, and t0 is the nonlinear312

growth rate. Individual conception dates were calculated by subtracting the estimated313

foetal age (t in days) from the date found (Julian date).314

315

Annual pregnancy rate and calving interval316

Assessment of female reproductive status follows the procedures and terminology317

recommended by the International Whaling Commission (Perrin & Donovan 1984).318

319

Annual pregnancy rate (APR)320

APR was estimated by dividing the proportion of pregnant females in the sexually321

mature sample by the length of gestation, expressed in years:
GT
P

APR  ,322

where TG = length of gestation, and P = proportion of sample pregnant (including323

individuals which were pregnant and lactating). Samples obtained during the mating324
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period were not included in this analysis, due to the increased possibility that embryos or325

small foetuses were not detected during early stages of gestation.326

327

Calving Interval (CI)328

The calving interval is an estimate of the period between parturition in mature329

females. It was calculated as the inverse of the APR:
APR

CI
1

330

331
332

Control study333

The control group was composed of short-beaked common dolphins that stranded334

along the UK coastline and were diagnosed as incidentally bycaught (i.e. they died as a335

result of entanglement in fishing gear) according to specific diagnostic criteria outlined in336

Kuiken et al. (1994). During standard postmortem procedures, gross examinations of all337

major organs were carried out. Following this, histological, bacteriological, or virological338

examinations (or a combination of these) were undertaken on a range of routine tissue339

samples and any gross lesions that were found, depending on the suspected etiology340

(further outlined in Law 1994; Jepson 2005). For the purpose of this study, each dolphin341

was categorised into one of three health status categories (1) healthy individuals, (2) health342

mildly compromised but still capable of successfully reproducing, and (3) individuals343

suffering from severe (and potentially fatal) infectious or non-infectious disease.344

Nutritional condition was also assessed for each individual, as nutrition can affect rates of345

ovulation, pregnancy, length of lactation, neonate size, calving interval, age at first346

reproduction, growth rate, birth rate, and survival of young (Lockyer 1990). During347

postmortems, individuals were classified either in good, moderate or poor nutritional348

condition. Only individuals classified as healthy, in good nutritional condition, and not349

suffering from any infectious or non-infectious diseases that might inhibit reproduction,350

were included in the control group.351

352

Variations in the reproductive parameters with age353

In order to investigate evidence of senescence in the population, i.e. the presence of354

post reproductive females, we estimated the proportion of pregnant, lactating and resting355

mature females for four different age classes; (1) ≤10 yrs of age, (2) 11-15, (3) 16-20, and356

(4) >20.357
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358

Temporal variations in life history parameters359

We assessed evidence of density-dependent responses by investigating temporal360

variations in proportion pregnant, ASM, and nutritional condition. The sample was divided361

into two time periods: 1991-1999 and 2000-2006. These time periods were selected as362

large-scale incidental mortalities in tuna driftnet fisheries were reported during the 1990s,363

which subsequently lead to a ban on driftnets in 2002 (see Rogan & Mackey 2007, and ref.364

therein). A generalized linear model approach was used to estimate the mean difference in365

the ASM between decades, along with their confidence intervals.366

367

Power analysis368

Statistical power analysis was used to determine the probability of detecting a369

change in the pregnancy rate between two time periods, using data available in the current370

study. Power was calculated using the power.prop.test function in R. We determined the371

power to detect significant decreases and increases in the proportion of pregnant females in372

the population given different sample sizes (50, 100 and 150 for each time period). We373

assumed that sample size was the same in both time periods; the initial pregnancy rate was374

0.25 and a two-tailed significance level of 0.05. We considered a power ≥80% to be375

adequate.376

377
378

RESULTS379

380

The sample381

The distribution of the sampling locations (stranding and bycatch data) for female382

D. delphis, whose gonads were analysed in this study, is shown in Fig. 1. TBL of the entire383

dataset ranged from 91 to 239 cm (n = 930), with a modal size class of 190 to 199 cm (Fig.384

2a). Age was determined for 515 female D. delphis, and age ranges for an additional 23385

individuals. Female D. delphis ranged in age from 0 to 29 years (Fig. 2b). In the sample386

of 610 female D. delphis for which sexual maturity status was determined, 49.5% were387

classified as sexually immature and 50.5% as sexually mature. The mature sample was388

composed predominately of resting mature females (57.3%, see Table 1). Where data on389

maturity status were available, body weight (excluding individuals that were identified as390
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pregnant) ranged from 8 (newborn) to 129 kg (n = 133) and all sexually mature females391

were >66.5 kg (see Fig. 3).392

393

Age and body length at physical maturity394

Asymptotic length (L) was estimated as 197 cm, 201 cm and 202 cm for the395

Gompertz, double-Gompertz and Richards models, respectively (Table 2). AIC values for396

the Gompertz, double-Gompertz and Richards models were 4030, 3922 and 3914,397

respectively. This indicated that the double-Gompertz and Richards models provided398

substantially better fits than the Gompertz model (Fig. 4), and that the one additional399

parameter of the Richards model was sufficient to capture the trend in the data, compared400

to the three additional parameters in the double-Gompertz (Burnham and Anderson 2002).401

The fixed age of intersection (I) that resulted in the highest likelihood for the double-402

Gompertz model was 2 years—the lower limit of the range considered (Table 2). The403

likelihood of the double-Gompertz model generally decreased with increasing I. The404

Richards model provided a more parsimonious model to describe growth in body length405

with age.406

407

Average age (ASM) and body length (LSM) at attainment of sexual maturity408

Sexually immature D. delphis ranged from 91 to 210 cm TBL (n = 294), and 0 to 12409

years of age (n = 190). Sexually mature D. delphis ranged from 165 to 227 cm TBL410

(n=303) and 6.5 to 26 years of age (n = 189).411

412

(1) SOFI method413

379 females of known maturity status and age were included in the sum of fraction of414

immature method (SOFI), and an ASM of 8.66 years (SE = 0.03) was determined.415

Indeterminate age classes ranged between 6 and 12 years (Table 3a). The estimated ASM416

using the Iberian data was 8.83 years, 9 years for the Irish dataset, 9.25 years for the UK417

dataset and 8.55 years for the French dataset. It should be noted though with the SOFI418

method, that the ASM is biased downward, since the age data are effectively rounded down419

to the nearest integer.420

Using the modified SOFI method, and inserting 5 as the interval width of length421

class (xi; 5 cm body length classes), the LSM was estimated to be 188.8 cm (SE = 0.02,422

Table 3b).423
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424

(2) Logistic regression425

A similar LSM value was obtained when a logistic curve
b

ox
x

a
y

)(1
 was fitted to the426

data. The body length at which 50% of the sample was sexually mature was 188.2 cm (x0),427

where a = 1 and b = -28.2 (R2 = 0.96, <0.0001).428

429

(3) Generalized linear model430

ASM was estimated to be 8.22 years (SE = 0.263) with a confidence interval of 7.71-8.74431

(Table 4, Fig. 5). Interestingly, the bootstrapped estimate was very similar, mean 8.23 years432

(SE = 0.268) with a confidence interval of 7.70-8.76, which suggests an advantage to using433

the non-bootstrapped less computationally-intensive method.434

435

Size at birth436

The sample sizes for calculating average length and weight at birth were small, and437

the average weight at birth of 8,700 g was calculated using a sample size of only two438

individuals. The average length at birth was calculated to be 93 cm (n = 7).439

440

Length of gestation period441

The linear foetal growth phase of the gestation period was estimated to be 322.1442

days. This was calculated by regressing foetal and newborn length on Julian date (y =443

0.2887x – 73.154, r2 = 0.8939, n = 36, P = 0.000), substituting the average length at birth444

(93 cm) into the equation, and assuming that foetal length = 0 at the initial stage of this445

phase. Using Calder’s (1982) equation, the length of the nonlinear foetal growth phase446

was estimated as 40.6 days (to=7.25(8,700)0.19). Summing the linear and nonlinear447

gestation periods together produced a total gestation period of 362.7 days or 0.99 years (TG448

= 322.1 days + 40.6 days).449

450

Foetal growth451

Foetal growth rate was calculated by regressing average TBL on month, and an452

estimate of 8.2 cm/month was obtained.453

454

Average date of conception455
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The average day of conception was calculated as 200 Julian days or 19th July456

(n=36). Individual conception dates ranged from 5th April to 2nd October, with the majority457

of individuals conceived in July (42%).458

459

Annual pregnancy rate and calving interval460

Annual pregnancy rate (APR)461

The sample for estimating the pregnancy rate, collected between 1990 and 2006,462

was composed of 248 sexually mature females, of which 65 were pregnant (with the463

presence of an embryo/foetus and a corpus luteum of pregnancy). Taking the gestation464

period as 0.994 years, the APR in the sample was estimated at approx. 26% (26/0.994).465

Table 5 presents the pregnancy rate information for each area sampled in the current study,466

and within the study area the pregnancy rate varied from 19% (Iberia, n= 32 mature467

females) to 29% (France, n = 98 mature females), although no significant difference was468

obtained between areas in the proportion of pregnant females.469

Calving Interval (CI)470

Calculated as the inverse of the APR, the overall calving interval was estimated as471

3.79 years or 45.5 months for the ENA population.472

473

Control group474

Within the control group of 85 bycaught D. delphis, 95% of individuals were475

classified within health status category 1 – healthy individuals; 4% within category 2 –476

health of individuals only mildly compromised; and only 1% within category 3 – suffering477

from severe infectious or non-infectious disease. Where nutritional information was478

available (n=68), 81% were of good nutritional condition and 19% of moderate condition.479

Information on reproductive status was available for 84 individuals, classified in health480

status categories 1 and 2. The sample was composed of 38 sexually immature D. delphis481

ranging in TBL from 105 to 210 cm (n=34) and in age from 0.5 to 11 years (n=10), and 46482

sexually mature females ranging in TBL from 180 to 221 cm (n=44) and from 7.5 to 26483

years in age (n=15). The estimated APR for the control group of healthy individuals was484

33%, and a CI of 3.05 years was determined (Table 5). There was no significant difference485

in the proportion of pregnant individuals between the control group and the whole ENA486

sample (Chi-Sq = 0.802, DF = 1, p = 0.370). Due to the small sample size of aged487

individuals (n=25) in the control group, we were unable to determine the ASM. LSM was488

estimated as 191.61 cm (SE = 0.12, Table 5), using the adjusted SOFI method.489
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490

Variations in the reproductive parameters with age491

Where both age and full reproductive status were available for mature individuals492

(n= 186), the proportion of pregnant, lactating and resting mature individuals was493

determined for the four age groups; ≤10 years, 11-15 years, 16-20 years and >20 years494

(Table 6). For the age class ≤10 years, a very small proportion of mature dolphins were495

lactating (11%) and individuals were either pregnant (25%) or resting (64%; Fig. 6).496

After this, an increase was noted in the proportion pregnant within the age class 11-15497

years, followed by a slight decline in the older age classes. A gradual increase with age498

in the proportion of lactating individuals was also observed in the sample.499

500
501

Temporal variations in life history parameters502

Excluding individuals that died during the mating/calving season, an APR of 24%503

was estimated for the 1990s (n = 83 mature females) and a slightly higher APR of 27% was504

estimated for the 2000s (n = 165 mature females). However, no statistically significant505

difference was observed in the proportion of pregnant individuals between the two time506

periods (Chi-Sq = 0.288, DF = 1, p = 0.591; Table 5). Further, there was no significant507

difference in the proportion of females simultaneously pregnant and lactating between the508

two time periods (1990s: 4%, 2000s: 5%). The CI declined slightly from 4.1 years in the509

1990s to 3.7 years in the 2000s, although this would not be biologically significant for a510

species that reproduces only once a year, during a defined calving period. A significant511

increase in the proportion of mature females was observed between the 1990s (45%) and512

the 2000s (54%) (Chi-Sq = 4.724, DF = 1, p = 0.03). However, it cannot be ruled out that513

this may be due to sampling biases in the current study; for example a large proportion of514

the stranding sample was composed of dolphins diagnosed as bycaught.515

Generalized linear models with age and decade terms as explanatory variables516

indicated no significant (<0.05) effect of decade on the slope or intercept of the highly-517

significant relationship between age and the proportion of females that were sexually518

mature. The estimated ASM was higher in a model fitted to only the 1990s data (8.79519

years) than in a model fitted to only the 2000s data (7.94 years), but their 95% confidence520

intervals overlapped (Table 4, Fig. 7). Furthermore, the bootstrapped 95% confidence521

interval for the mean difference in ASM between separate models for the 1990s and 2000s522

was -0.23 to 1.96, indicating that this was not statistically significantly different from 0 at523
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=0.05. Overall these results suggest that there were no significant differences in the ASM524

between decades. The estimated LSM using the adjusted SOFI method was estimated as525

190.3 cm (SE = 0.04) for the 1990s and 187.4 cm (SE = 0.04) for the 2000s.526

Overall, where data were available, there was no significant difference in the527

nutritional condition of individuals between the 1990s (63% good nutritional condition,528

29% moderate condition, 8% poor condition, n = 108) and the 2000s (55% good nutritional529

condition, 37% moderate condition, 8% poor condition, n = 218), with only an 8% increase530

in the number of individuals in moderate condition (Chi-Sq = 0.303, DF = 1, p = 2.386).531

532

Power analysis533

A sample size of 150 females provides a statistical power ≥80% to detect an534

absolute decrease 13% in pregnancy rate between two time periods, whereas a sample535

size of 100 females would be sufficient to detect a decrease 15% (Fig. 8). A sample size536

of 50 females, however, would only detect a decrease 20% with a power ≥80%537

(pregnancy rate in second time period 0.05). In contrast, if an increase occurred in the538

pregnancy rate, a sample size of 150 females would be needed to detect a 15% increase in539

the pregnancy rate at a power of ≥80%.540

541

542

DISCUSSION543

544

Female reproductive parameters in the ENA and other D. delphis populations545

Reproductive seasonality546

The timing of parturition tends to be highly synchronized in populations of547

mammals at high latitudes where seasons of high productivity are brief and less548

synchronized, and more protracted in low-latitude populations (Börjesson & Read 2003).549

This enables calves to be born when maternal prey are abundant and of high quality (Urian550

et al. 1996, Börjesson & Read 2003). Short-beaked common dolphins in the current study551

exhibited a seasonal pattern of reproduction which is intermediate between the highly552

synchronized births of harbour porpoises, where most births occur over a few weeks553

(Börjesson & Read 2003), and the extended parturition season of tropical odontocetes, e.g.554

Stenella spp. and D. delphis, which exhibit both diffuse and bimodal patterns of seasonality555

(Barlow 1984, Danil & Chivers 2007). A unimodal summer calving period has been556
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identified for D. delphis in the ENA, and the mating period was found to extend over557

approx. five months from May to September, inclusive, with possibly a more active period558

in July and August (Murphy 2004; Murphy et al. 2005; current study). In the WNA,559

conception and parturition were only reported during July and August (Westgate & Read560

2007). The protracted parturition and mating period in the ENA may reflect the sampling561

of individuals that were sexually active in the outer limits of the breeding season and the562

smaller sample sizes and/or sampling biases of the WNA study.563

A distinct seasonal peak in parturition was also identified, mid-May to early June,564

in the North Pacific Ocean based on regressions of length on day of year for foetuses and565

calves ≤115 cm in BL (Ferrero & Walker 1995). The authors though were not able to566

properly determine the length of the breeding season in this population, due to small567

sample sizes of neonates, pregnant females with near term foetuses and lactating females.568

In South African waters, parturition in common dolphins - described initially as D. delphis569

by Mendolia (1989) but later as D. capensis by Best (2007, and ref. therein) - occurs during570

the austral summertime, with a peak in calving in February and March. Mating was571

reported during March and April, although conception outside this period also occurred572

(Mendolia 1989, Best 2007). In the eastern North Pacific, the northern (off southern573

California, north of approx 13-18°N) and southern (south of approx 2°N) stocks of D.574

delphis exhibit a bimodal calving season, whereas parturition was distributed evenly575

throughout the year for the central eastern tropical Pacific stock (Evans 1975, Perryman &576

Lynn 1993, Danil & Chivers 2007). It is believed that the upwelling region inhabited by D.577

delphis in the eastern tropical Pacific (ETP) may provide an environment which is more578

stable throughout the year, therefore enabling females to meet the energetic demands of579

year-round parturition (Danil & Chivers 2007). Overall reproductive seasonality was580

strongest in the southern stock, which has the widest range of oceanographic conditions of581

all three stocks (Au & Perryman 1985, Perryman & Lynn 1993).582

583

Average age and body length at attainment of sexual maturity584

Geographical variations in the ASM and LSM were observed between data585

produced by the current study and those previously published on other common dolphin586

populations (see Table 7). Within the ENA, analysis of samples from D. delphis bycaught587

in the French tuna fishery (operating in area encompassing 44˚–51.5˚N and from the Bay of588

Biscay region -6˚ to -21˚W) reported that sexually immature females ranged in body length589

from 100 to 194 cm, and sexually mature individuals ranged from 185 to 208 cm. Sexually590
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immature and mature females ranged from 0-11 years and 10-23 years, respectively591

(Goujon et al. 1993). Although the sample size in the Goujon et al. (1993) study was small,592

their results are comparable with those of the current study – and both studies suggest593

sexual maturity is attained at an age older than that previously reported by Collet (1981), of594

5-7 years. Collet’s (1981) estimate was determined by regressing age on body length data,595

and establishing the age at which individuals attained a body length of 190 cm (all sexually596

immature were <190 cm, and mature >190 cm). Thus, the results obtained are not directly597

comparable to the current study.598

599

Pregnancy rates600

The estimated APR for the ENA population was 26% (n = 248), and results601

suggest that D. delphis in this population have a similar pregnancy rate to animals602

inhabiting WNA waters. Westgate & Read (2007) estimated a pregnancy rate of 28%603

(Table 7), although the sample size in their study was small and mature females that died604

during the calving/mating period were not excluded from the analysis. Mendolia (1989)605

assessed the reproductive status of 93 mature female long-beaked common dolphins off606

South Africa, 37 of which were pregnant. Using these data, an APR of 40.2% can be607

estimated, which is significantly different from the ENA population (Chi-Sq = 5.945, DF608

= 1, p = 0.015). In the ETP, Danil & Chivers (2007) estimated a much higher pregnancy609

rate for D. delphis of 47%.610

It has been reported in other small delphinid species that most foetal mortality611

occurs in the first trimester (40-67%) and following this, the foetal mortality rate decreases612

significantly; total mortality from conception to birth ranges from 78 to 87% (Perrin et al.613

2003). The possibility of sampling females that aborted during the initial stages of614

pregnancy in the current study was reduced by excluding individuals that were sampled615

during the mating/breeding season (May-September). In addition, 88% of the sample was616

obtained during the period December to March, the second trimester. Perrin et al. (2003)617

attributed the high foetal mortality rate in Stenella longirostris and Stenella attenuata to618

adverse interactions with purse seine fisheries in the ETP; induction of miscarriage due to619

physiological stress of chase and capture or indirectly through depletion of energy stores.620

This type of fishing activity in the ENA is not associated with high the rates of incidental621

capture observed for small delphinids in the ETP, and therefore the estimated pregnancy622

rate in the current study should give an indication of the actual birth rate in the ENA D.623

delphis population.624
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625

Breeding cycle626

In cetaceans, the breeding cycle has three parts: a gestation period, a lactation627

period and a resting or an-oestrous period. Collet’s (1981) initial study on D. delphis off628

the French Atlantic coast proposed a minimum calving interval of two years. In the current629

study, a gestation period of 0.994 years and a calving interval (1/APR method) of 3.79630

years were calculated. This is similar to Murphy’s (2004)1 earlier study, which estimated a631

pregnancy rate of 28%, a calving internal of 42.55 months (3.55 years), a lactation period632

of 10.35 months and a resting period of 20.7 months for D. delphis off the Irish coast. The633

extended calving interval identified was a result of the high proportion of resting mature634

females, which extended the length of the resting period. Danil and Chivers (2007)635

determined a shorter calving interval of 2.1 years in the ETP, due to a very short resting636

period of 2.8 months. Not only were a very small proportion of individuals actually resting637

in the ETP sample, but also 19.5% of the mature sample was simultaneously pregnant and638

lactating, compared to 6% in the ENA (see Table 1). Mendolia (1989) calculated a calving639

interval of just over 2 years for long-beaked common dolphins off South Africa based on640

the sum of phases approach; a gestation period of 10-11 months, a lactation period of c. 8.8641

months (range 6-9 months) and a resting period of c. 7.2 months (range 4-7.2 months).642

643

Variations in the pregnancy rate with age644

Reproductive senescence is a decline in age-specific fecundity with age (Promisow645

1991), and for most cetacean species reproductive senescence is rare and, when observed,646

often attributed to some pathological change (Hohn et al. 2007). However, reproductive647

success has been shown to vary throughout the life of a female odontocete. Initially648

reproductive success is relatively low, peaks several years after attaining sexual maturity649

and then declines in later life (Chivers 2002). This has been noted in bottlenose dolphins650

1 Murphy’s (2004) study on life history parameters in female common dolphins off the Irish coast – data also

used in the current analysis - estimated the calving interval using an alternative method, the sum of phases

(gestation, lactation and resting periods). Due to the small sample size in this study (n=36 mature females),

all sexually mature females were included in the analysis for estimating the pregnancy rate and calving

interval (i.e. including females that died during the mating and calving seasons), as each female was assessed

for pregnancy based on gross and histological examination of the ovaries and gross examination of the uteri,

which allowed discrimination between ovulating, just pregnant and recently pregnant females.
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(Tursiops truncatus) in Sarasota Bay, where high mortality rates have been observed for651

first-born calves, with only c. 50% surviving during their first year, whereas more than652

70% of calves born to multiparous mothers survive (Wells 2000, Wells et al. 2005). The653

increase in reproductive success for multiparous mothers was attributed to a decline in the654

female’s PCB load, and/or an improvement in their physiological capabilities and655

behavioural experience in successfully rearing offspring (Wells et al. 2005). Following656

this, older females were reported to have extended breeding cycles - also noted in striped657

dolphins - as a result of longer calving intervals caused by an extended lactation period658

(Miyazaki 1984, Wells 1993, Mann et al. 2000, Chivers 2002).659

Reproductive success cannot be determined using data from necropsies (i.e.660

mortality data), but variations in the pregnancy rate and length of calving interval with age661

can be investigated. In the ETP, Danil and Chivers (2007) observed a strong decline in the662

pregnancy rate with age and an increase in the length of lactation. This was attributed to663

either younger females weaning their calves earlier, or younger females being less664

successful at rearing their calves and becoming pregnant more often. Data from the ENA665

showed the proportion of pregnant females increased after 10 years of age, but declined666

again in older age classes due to an extended breeding cycle.667

Evidence of postreproductive females, with senescent ovaries, have been observed668

in other odontocetes such as the short-fin pilot whale Globicephala macrorhynchus (Marsh669

& Kasuya 1984) and Stenella spp. (Perrin et al. 1976, Perrin et al. 1977). Danil and670

Chivers (2007) found no clear evidence of postreproductive females in the ETP population.671

Data on D. delphis in the North Atlantic suggest that females are capable of reproducing672

until a late stage in life. Maximum age reported in the current study was 29 years –673

although reproductive status was not assessed for this female - and the two oldest pregnant674

females were 25 and 26 years of age. Another female aged 25 years was lactating and675

found entangled in a driftnet with its neonate calf. These data are consistent with the WNA676

population where the oldest female in the sample, estimated to be more than 30 years of677

age, was pregnant (Westgate & Read 2007).678

679

Potential reproductive output680

The biological data from the ETP, including a calving interval of c. 2.14 yrs681

(1/APR), a mean age at first birth of 10 yrs (Danil 2004) and a maximum age of 25 yrs682

(Danil & Chivers 2007), suggests a reproductive period of c. 15 yrs and a life time683

reproductive output of c. 7 calves. In contrast, in the ENA - assuming we have obtained a684
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representative sample from the population – a reproductive period of c. 19 yrs and a685

potential lifetime reproductive output of approx. 4-5 calves is proposed, based on an686

average calving interval of c. 4 yrs, using Danil’s (2004) estimate for age at first birth of687

10 yrs, and a maximum age of 29 yrs (although the majority of individuals were ≤ 26 yrs688

of age, see Fig. 2b).689

690

Evidence of density-dependent compensatory responses691

Fowler (1987) reported that the three parameters most often observed to change692

with density in marine mammals were ASM, birth rate, and juvenile survival. Due to the693

nature of mortality data we were unable to assess juvenile survival and birth rate directly,694

though temporal variations in APR, CI, ASM, LSM, proportion of mature females in the695

sample, proportion of simultaneous pregnant and lactating females, and nutritional status696

were assessed. Observed changes in the above-mentioned biological parameters are697

expected if variations occur in the relative availability of food resources, as a result of698

changes in the environment and/or population density.699

Within the 16-year sampling period reported here, significance testing failed to700

detect differences that could be construed as evidence of the population exhibiting701

density-dependent responses; specifically, there was (1) a lack of statistically significant702

temporal variation in the proportion of pregnant females, (2) no statistically significant703

change in the ASM, (3) no significant variation in the proportion of mature females704

simultaneously pregnant and lactating and (4) no significant variation in the nutritional705

condition of females. Despite the fact that the difference in the ASM between decades706

(0.85 years) was not statistically significant, the low sample size for the indeterminate707

age classes, especially in the 1990s (n = 14 individuals), resulted in low statistical power708

to detect a real difference. A significant increase in the number of mature females was709

reported in the sample between the 1990s (45%) and the 2000s (54%), though it cannot710

be ruled out that this may be due to sampling biases. Whether or not the 16-year711

sampling period was too short to detect evidence of density-dependent compensatory712

responses in a long-lived mammal species should also be taken into account when713

interpreting the results. Kasuya (1985) though did report changes in reproductive714

parameters for a striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba) population heavily exploited by715

Japan’s drive fishery in the western North Pacific, with a significant decline in the ASM716

from 9.7 to 7.4 yrs between cohorts sampled in 1956-58 and 1968-70, indications of a717

decline in the calving interval from 4.0 yrs in 1955 to 2.76 yrs in 1977, an increase in the718
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proportion of females pregnant and lactating, and a decrease in the age of the youngest719

sexually mature female (Chivers & Myrick 1993; Hohn et al. 2007).720

In contrast, only small changes in reproductive parameters, including ASM and721

pregnancy rate, were observed when comparing heavily exploited populations against722

less exploited populations of both spinner (Stenella longirostris) and spotted dolphins723

(Stenella attenuata). Following the years of peak mortality in fishing nets in the ETP,724

only an increase in the proportion of females simultaneously pregnant and lactating was725

detected in the northern-offshore spotted dolphin population, based on data collected726

between 1974 and 1988 (Chivers & Myrick 1993). This may in part be due to high727

exploitation in the 1960s, which resulted in population regulation mechanisms being728

already in effect before life history sampling began (Chivers & DeMaster 1994).729

Variations in growth and reproductive parameters were observed between the eastern730

spinner (17-25% of original size) and the less exploited northern whitebelly spinner (57-731

72% of original size) populations, based on data collected between 1968 and 1978,732

though there was no clear basis for indicating that greater exploitation of the eastern733

spinner population resulted in a higher reproductive rate (Perrin & Henderson 1984). It734

was not ruled out though that the whitebelly spinner dolphin population was below its735

maximum productivity level, and therefore also exhibiting responses to exploitation.736

As mentioned previously, the lack of seasonality in the ETP D. delphis population737

has been attributed to the highly productive tropical waters of the Costa Rica Dome738

enabling a higher proportion of females to be simultaneously pregnant and lactating (Danil739

& Chivers 2007). The higher pregnancy rate of 47% and lower ASM of 7.8 years in the740

ETP population compared to the ENA population (26%, 8.22 years), suggests that D.741

delphis inhabitating the ETP is inherently different due to the environment that it inhabits742

and, as a result, has a higher per capita reproductive output (Danil & Chivers 2007).743

Interestingly, a larger variation occurred in the pregnancy rate between the two744

populations, and not the ASM. Limitations to how frequently a small delphinid can745

reproduce in a temperate environment relative to a warm water-high productivity746

environment may be an additional reason for the lower pregnancy rate in North Atlantic D.747

delphis. Data from D. capensis off South Africa though confirm that common dolphins748

inhabiting temperate environments can have relatively short calving intervals (approx. 2749

years; Mendolia 1989). Although it should be noted that sustained increase in calving rates750

are only possibly when resource levels are high, and there are no limitations from energetic751

needs (Hohn et al. 2007). In fin whales (Balaenoptera physalis), after heavy commercial752
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exploitation and during years of high prey abundance, the normal two-year breeding cycle753

was compressed to a one year cycle. Although this did not continue indefinitely, as whales754

that calved in two consecutive years did not ovulate during the third year, possibly due to755

energetic constraints (Lockyer, 1987; Hohn et al. 2007).756

Some populations may be more vulnerable and less adaptable to change after being757

subjected to extremely high mortality rates. A threshold may apply for example: if758

populations are depleted below a certain level they may not recover at a rate consistent with759

estimated levels of depletion, even if a substantial decline in the bycatch mortality rate has760

occurred - i.e. depensatory (‘Allee’) effect at low population size (Gerrodette & Forcada761

2005). As mentioned earlier within the ENA, although incidental capture of D. delphis in762

fishing gear has been reported in a large number of different net types/fisheries, it has not763

been suggested that the annual incidental mortality rate has been, or is, on a scale similar to764

the peak historical rates observed in the ETP. Approximately six million dolphins were765

killed by the yellowfin tuna fishery in the ETP since it was established four decades ago.766

The number of animals reached a peak towards the end of the 1960s, with almost 700,000767

dolphins killed in one year. However, by the end of the 1970s the kill had declined to768

approx. 20,000 dolphins per year (Gerrodette 2002). In 1986, the total dolphin mortality769

had increased to 133,000 individuals, but due to various political and economic pressures770

dolphin mortality decreased again (Gerrodette 2002). Northeastern offshore spotted771

dolphins (Stenella attenuata), and eastern spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris772

orientalis), followed by short-beaked common dolphins, were the main species caught in773

yellowfin tuna fishing nets. On the whole, the ETP D. delphis population has been774

relatively stable since the 1980s (Anganuzzi & Buckland 1994) and therefore evidence of775

density-dependent changes in life history parameters were not expected in the Danil and776

Chivers (2007) study. For the most part though, samples utilised in the ETP study were777

obtained predominately in the 1970s and 1980s (1975-1993), during which time a mean778

annual mortality of 4,551 (range 191-12,711) D. delphis was determined for this region779

(1973–1993; Bayliff 2002), which is higher than the annual potential biological removal780

estimate calculated for the period 1996 to 2000 of 3,109 individuals (Gerrodette 1996).781

The 26% pregnancy rate calculated for the ENA population may well in fact be the782

natural rate for a common dolphin population inhabitating a cool temperate region, though783

we cannot exclude the possibility that environmental and other anthropogenic activities,784

such as chemical and physical pollutants, may be contributing factors to the low785

reproductive output. The EC-BIOCET project investigated bioaccumulation of persistent786
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organic pollutants in female D. delphis and showed that the threshold for effects on787

reproduction – identified by Kannan et al. (2000) as Σ-PCB level of 17 μg/g lipid in liver in788

aquatic mammals - was frequently exceeded (40%) in D. delphis (Pierce et al. 2008).789

Results also showed that the incidence of pregnancy was significantly negatively related to790

the concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls and brominated diphenyl ether791

formulations in blubber, thus pregnant females had lower persistent organic pollutant792

(POP) concentrations than other mature females. Pierce et al. (2008) stated though that793

these relationships do not conclusively demonstrate that high POP concentrations inhibit794

pregnancy, as infertility due to other causes may allow high levels of POPs to795

bioaccumulate.796

Unlike other cetaceans in the ENA, such as the harbour porpoise (Phocoena797

phocoena) (Jepson et al. 2005), mortality due to infectious disease is rare (Jepson 2005)798

and there is a lack of evidence of large-scale epizootics, as reported for striped dolphins in799

the Mediterranean Sea (Aguilar 2000), bottlenose dolphins in the WNA (Duignan et al.800

1996), and common dolphins (Delphinus delphis ponticus) in the Black Sea (Birkun et al.801

1999). Whether or not the actual carrying capacity for the D. delphis ENA population has802

declined due to a decrease in available prey species is unknown. Then again, a lack of803

observed temporal variation in nutritional condition during the 16-year time period implies804

that K has not declined. Stomach contents of D. delphis in the ENA revealed they are805

opportunistic feeders and adaptable to changes in prey availability. For example, off the806

Spanish coast higher numbers of sardines were consumed in years of higher sardine807

abundance and lower recruitment of blue whiting - another main prey (Santos et al. 2004).808

Furthermore, during the middle of the last century a northwards shift in the distribution of809

D. delphis occurred in the ENA, possibly in response to changes in prey availability and810

water temperature (Murphy et al. 2006, and ref. therein), which suggests an ability to adapt811

to changing environments. On the whole, the diet of D. delphis in the ENA is812

predominately composed of a few main species, which vary depending on the season and813

the region they are inhabitating (see Murphy et al. 2008, and ref. therein). A large number814

of other prey species are consumed, though in lower numbers.815

816

Assessing the current status of the ENA population817

Conservation management of a species should ideally be underpinned by818

knowledge of population status; e.g., distribution, abundance and the effects of819

anthropogenic activities on the population. For the ENA D. delphis population though,820
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there is no population level information available on trends in abundance, (incidental)821

mortality rates, or even the actual distributional range of the population. Therefore, it was822

necessary in the current study to examine and present basic life history/vital rate data, and823

investigate whether biological information obtained from mortality data is, in itself, useful824

for managing this population.825

In order to assess whether the overall APR of 26% determined in this study (n =826

248 mature females) is a good indication for the actual pregnancy rate in the population,827

the APR was estimated for a control group of individuals diagnosed as bycaught during828

detailed necropsies and found to be free from any infectious or non-infectious disease (or829

loss of nutritional status) that may affect reproduction. Using the control group, a higher830

APR of 33% (n=46 mature females) was obtained, but this rate was not statistically831

significantly different from the whole dataset. However, power analysis suggested that the832

sample size of the control group might have been too small to detect a real difference in the833

proportion of pregnant females. Although the APR of the control group was 7% higher834

than the value obtained using the whole dataset, the real APR will be lower than this, since835

any population will include both healthy animals and individuals that are unable to836

reproduce due to ill health, or for other reasons. The vast majority of stranded D. delphis in837

western European waters are individuals that died as a result of incidental capture in fishing838

nets (Murphy 2004, Jepson 2005), and older individuals (>20 years) were not notably over-839

represented in the strandings and bycatch data. Therefore, for the D. delphis population in840

the ENA, using data from both by-caught and stranded animals is deemed appropriate for841

estimating population life history parameters.842

For future assessment of potential changes in population dynamics, large sample843

sizes (100-150 mature females) are required to obtain sufficient statistical power to detect844

temporal variations in the proportion of pregnant females. It has been reported in other845

studies such as Hohn (1989) and Chivers & Myrick (1993) that adequate age and846

reproductive data from females in the indeterminate age classes is also vital for estimating847

the ASM. In reality though, obtaining such a large sample size of sexually immature and848

mature females is difficult, and requires that European stranding and observer bycatch849

programmes continue sampling all available and suitable carcasses. Power analysis also850

suggested that extremely large variations in the pregnancy rate would have to occur in851

order to detect a statistically significant increase or decrease, i.e. based on the sample sizes852

in the current study, only absolute changes in pregnancy rate of 13-20% would have been853

detectable with decent statistical power. It should be noted that we have focused here on854
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the detection of statistically significant changes in the pregnancy rate – and changes may855

become biologically significant before they can be detected statistically.856

The overall low pregnancy rate and low lifetime reproductive output in the current857

study could suggest that; (1) the population growth rate is declining, (2) the population is858

approaching carrying capacity, and/or (3) that carrying capacity is declining. Further, the859

low APR reported throughout the sampling period could also suggest that the level of860

anthropogenic mortality during this period did not cause a substantial population level861

decline. It cannot be ruled out though that the low APR may also indicate a prey base862

declining at approximately the same rate as the dolphin population declines. As mentioned863

previously, analysing data obtained from necropsies was the only means possible for864

assessing reproductive parameters for this oceanic delphinid species. It enabled us to865

determine a wide variety of life-history traits, information that is vital for understanding the866

dynamics of this population and for production of management plans. What the current867

study highlights though, is that this approach alone does not facilitate an assessment of the868

current state of the D. delphis population in the ENA. Previous studies on Stenella species869

further emphasize this point (see Chivers & DeMaster 1994, Perrin & Henderson 1984), as870

a lack of knowledge on population dynamics (such as the population level relative to871

carrying capacity or its original size) and the timing of sampling in relation to exploitation872

(it is preferable to sample life history parameters when the population is actually873

responding to a reduction in population level) all confound correct interpretation of life874

history data. In conclusion, population abundance estimates, trend in abundance and875

knowledge of factors that affect the dynamics of the population - for example, annual876

mortality rates in fisheries, temporal variations in prey abundance and effects of877

contaminants on reproductive activity - are required not only to set management objectives878

for this population, but also to give context to cross-sectional life history information.879
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Table 1. Reproductive status of all sexually mature female Delphinus delphis in the current study (1990-1167
2006) from the NE Atlantic, with comparisons to mature female dolphins from the ETP (1975-1993; data1168

obtained from Danil & Chivers 2007).1169
1170

Reproductive status1 % NE

Atlantic

(n)

% ETP

(n)

Pregnant 19.2

(58)

24.9

(83)

Pregnant and lactating 6

(18)

19.5

(65)

Lactating 17.5

(53)

44.8

(149)

Resting Mature 57.3

(173)

10.8

(36)

Total 100%

(302)

100%

(333)

1171

1172
1Categories include pregnant, determined by the presence of a foetus and a corpus luteum of pregnancy;1173
simultaneously pregnant and lactating individuals; sexually mature and lactating individuals; and resting1174

mature individuals which were not pregnant or lactating.1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
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1188
1189
1190
1191

Table 2. Estimated parameters of growth models fitted to length-at-age data from 510 NE Atlantic female1192
Delphinus delphis.1193

1194
Model Parameter Mean SE 95% C.I.

a 0.52 0.02 0.49, 0.56

 0.70 0.03 0.65, 0.75

Gompertz

L1 197 0.75 195, 198

a 1.02 -2 -

 1.75 - -

b 0.07 - -

 0.33 - -

I 2 - -

double-Gompertz

L1 201 - -

k 0.21 0.03 0.16, 0.26

M 0.20 0.02 0.16, 0.23

Richards

L 202 1.17 200, 204

1195
1196

1 Asymptotic length (L) was not estimated in the Gompertz or double-Gompertz models, but calculated1197
from the estimated parameters. For the Gompertz model, the standard error for asymptotic length was1198

calculated from a random multivariate-normal sample of parameter values using their estimated means and1199
variance-covariance matrix.1200

2 Standard errors and confidence intervals for the parameters of the double-Gompertz model are not1201
presented since the model was fit by iterating over fixed I and therefore standard errors were not obtained1202

for all estimated parameters.1203
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1204
1205

Table 3. Sum of fraction of immature method for estimating the average (a) age and (b) body length at sexual1206
maturity in female common dolphins in the NE Atlantic.1207

1208

Age

class

(years)

Number

Immature

Number

Mature

Total in

Age Class

(Ni)

Fraction

Immature

(pi)

Fraction

Mature

(qi)

(piqi)

Ni-1

6 12 1 13 0.92 0.08 0.01

7 7 3 10 0.70 0.30 0.02

8 6 9 15 0.40 0.60 0.02

9 3 13 16 0.19 0.81 0.01

10 6 12 18 0.33 0.67 0.01

11 1 17 18 0.06 0.94 0.00

12 1 17 18 0.06 0.94 0.00

1209

1210
1211

1212

Length

class

(cm)

Number

Immature

Number

Mature

Total in

Length

Class (Ni)

Fraction

Immature

(pi)

Fraction

Mature

(qi)

(piqi xi)

Ni-1

165-169 26 1 27 0.96 0.04 0.01
170-174 26 1 27 0.96 0.04 0.01
175-179 21 3 24 0.88 0.13 0.02
180-184 35 11 46 0.76 0.24 0.02
185-189 19 18 37 0.51 0.49 0.03
190-194 18 48 66 0.27 0.73 0.02
195-199 14 68 82 0.17 0.83 0.01
200-204 6 58 64 0.09 0.91 0.01
205-209 6 49 55 0.11 0.89 0.01
210-214 1 24 25 0.04 0.96 0.01

1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
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1221
1222
1223
1224

Table 4. Parameter estimates from generalized linear models describing age at sexual maturity (binomial1225
error distribution, logit link). Parameters are on the scale of the link function. Also shown is the1226

estimated age at which 50% of animals were sexually mature (ASM).1227
1228
1229

Bootstrapped
Data Parameter/ASM Estimate SE 95% CI

Mean SE 95% CI

Intercept -7.96 1.09 -10.1, -5.81 -8.21 0.967 -10.5, -6.69

Slope 0.967 0.128 0.717, 1.22 0.999 0.123 0.807, 1.29All

ASM 8.22 0.263 7.71, 8.74 8.23 0.268 7.70, 8.76

Intercept -11.7 3.54 -18.7, -4.80 -24.9 49.4 -174, -8.77

Slope 1.34 0.400 0.551, 2.12 2.90 5.90 0.984, 20.81990s

ASM 8.79 0.409 7.99, 9.59 8.79 0.448 7.99, 9.71

Intercept -7.09 1.11 -9.27, -4.91 -7.38 1.01 -9.76, -5.87

Slope 0.893 0.132 0.635, 1.15 0.931 0.137 0.731, 1.262000s

ASM 7.94 0.332 7.29, 8.59 7.95 0.332 7.30, 8.60

1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
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1261
Table 5. Annual pregnancy rate and calving intervals estimated for the NE Atlantic population, excluding1262

individuals that died during the mating/calving period (May-September). n.a.= not analysed. ASM = average1263
age at sexual maturation, LSM = average length at sexual maturity.1264

1265

Mature

(n)

Pregnant

(n)

APR Calving

Interval

(yrs)

ASM

(SE)

n

LSM

(SE)

n

UK data 93 26 28% 3.56 9.25

(0.21)

64

188.1

(0.05)

177

French data 98 28 29% 3.48 8.55

(0.06)

170

193.55

(0.06)

190

Irish data 25 5 20% 4.97 9.00

(0.29)

65

187.5

(0.19)

77

Iberian data 32* 6 19% 5.3 8.83

(0.09)

80**

186.8

(0.11)

153

NE Atlantic 248 65 26% 3.79 8.22§

(0.26)

379

188.8

(0.02)

597

Control study 46 15 33% 3.05 n.a. 191.6

(0.12)

80

1990s 83 20 24% 4.13 8.79§

(0.41)

110

190.3

(0.04)

257

2000s 165 45 27% 3.64 7.94§

(0.33)

269

187.4

(0.04)

340

1266
*Only 3 mature females included from Portugal in the pregnancy rate calculations, ** no1267
age data included from Portugal. §using the generalized linear model (non-bootstrapped)1268
approach.1269
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1270
Table 6. Proportion of pregnant, pregnant and lactating, lactating and resting mature female D. delphis within different age groups.1271

1272

≤10 yrs Proportion 11-15 years Proportion 16-20 yrs Proportion >20 yrs Proportion

Pregnant only 6 0.17 12 0.18 10 0.17 4 0.17
Pregnant and lactating 3 0.08 8 0.12 3 0.05 0 0
Lactating only 4 0.11 9 0.13 11 0.19 5 0.20
Resting mature 23 0.64 39 0.57 34 0.59 15 0.63
Total 36 68 58 24

All pregnant

(incl. lactating) 9 0.25 20 0.29 13 0.22 4 0.17
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1273
Table 7. Published data on mating period, pregnancy rates, calving intervals, ASM, and LSM data for1274

common dolphins. * using adjusted SOFI method,; **only an approximate ASM, SOFI method not used;1275
§calculated using data presented in Mendolia (1989); + = GLM approach, n.a. = not analysed.1276

1277
1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

1283

1284

1285

1286

Mature
data

Area Temperate
or tropical

Sample
Period

Mating/
calving
period

APR
(presence of
foetus only)

APR
(mature
sample,

n)

Calving
Interval

(yrs)
(1/APR)

ASM
(n)

LSM
(n)

Current
study

Eastern
North

Atlantic

Temperate 1990-
2006

May-
September

26% 248 3.79 8.22+

(379)
188.8*
(597)

Control
group –
Current
study

UK data Temperate 1990-
2005

May-
September

33% 46 3.05 n.a. 191.61*
(80)

Westgate &
Read
(2007)

Western
North

Atlantic

Temperate 1989-
1998

July-August 28% 39 3.57 8.33*
(64)

n.a.

Danil &
Chivers
(2007)

Eastern
Tropical
Pacific

Tropical 1979-
1993

Calve all
year round

47% 440 2.14 7.8*
(405)

187*
(700)

Ferrero &
Walker
(1995)

North
Pacific

Temperate 1990-
1991

May-June n.a. n.a. n.a. 8** 172.8*

Mendolia
(1989)
Delphinus
capensis

South
Africa

Temperate 1969-
1988

Summertime 40.2%*** 93 2.5§ ~8-9** n.a.
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FIGURES1287

1288

Fig. 1. Distribution of sampling locations of female common dolphins in the North-east1289

Atlantic. Samples were predominately obtained from the Irish, UK, French,1290

Galician and Portuguese strandings projects and the Irish tuna drift net fishery1291

bycatch observer program (grey circles = data from Irish stranding and bycatch1292

projects, grey triangles = data from UK stranding project; grey squares = data1293

from French stranding and bycatch projects; white squares = data from Galician1294

stranding project; and black triangles = data from Portuguese stranding project).1295

1296

Fig. 2. Frequency distributions for Delphinus delphis (a) length (n = 930), (b)1297

and age (n = 515).1298

1299

Fig. 3. Body weight against body length (n = 133). Black circles indicate sexually1300

immature females, and open indicated sexually mature females.1301

1302

Fig. 4. Length-at-age of 510 female common dolphins. White circles indicate sexually1303

immature animals, black circles indicate sexually mature animals, and grey1304

diamonds indicate animals with unknown sexual maturity status. The solid,1305

dashed and dotted lines represent Richards, Gompertz and double-Gompertz1306

growth models fitted to these data, respectively (see Table 2).1307

1308

Fig. 5. Proportion of female common dolphins that were sexually mature by age1309

(n=379). The solid line represents the mean estimated proportion mature from a1310

generalized linear model (binomial error distribution; Table 4). The dashed lines1311

indicate approximate 95% confidence intervals calculated from estimated SEs and1312

quantiles of the normal distribution on the scale of the link function and then1313

transformed to the response scale.1314

1315

Fig. 6. The proportion of pregnant, lactating and resting mature female D. delphis1316

against age. Samples sizes in parentheses.1317

1318
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Fig. 7. Proportion of female common dolphins from the 1990s (n=110) and 2000s1319

(n=269) that were sexually mature by age. The solid lines represent the mean1320

estimated proportion mature from generalized linear models (binomial error1321

distribution; Table 4). The dashed lines indicate approximate 95% confidence1322

intervals calculated from estimated SEs and quantiles of the normal distribution1323

on the scale of the link function and then transformed to the response scale.1324

1325

Fig. 8. Power to detect absolute decreases and increases in pregnancy rate with two1326

samples each of size n (two-tailed test; =0.05). The pregnancy rate during the1327

first time period was assumed to be 0.25.1328

1329
1330
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1336
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1357

Figure 11358
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1375
1376

Figure 21377
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1383
1384
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